Acoustic Solutions
Day-O-Lite's linear suspended and wall mount luminaires may now be specified with noise absorbing acoustic panels. Combine lighting
and sound abatement into a single effective and attractive solution. A wide range of colors are available to match the interior of any commercial, open-office, hospitality, educational or institutional project.
MATERIAL			
				

Zintra® 100% Polyester 1/2" polyester with matte surface finish.
Color uniform throughout, 100% Recyclable.

COLOR FASTNESS 		

In accordance with AATCC 16.3 option 3 color change at 20 FU = 4.5

SOUND ABSORPTION

1.60 apparent NRC (test report may be downloaded from www.dayolite.com)

FIRE RATING

ASTM-E84 Class A Fire Rating

CARE INSTRUCTIONS		
				

Vacuum to remove dust. Carpet or fabric cleaners can be used (spot test first)
Stain repellent coating available for additional protection (consult factory)

MOUNTING			

Panels come affixed to luminaire.

To specify enter ordering code into the Options section of the Ordering Guide (page 1). Paneling may be specified in 8", 12" and 16" heights,
and for individual fixtures 2' to 8' long or continuous rows of any length in 1' nominal increments.
Example: Options; XX (color code from chart above) - YY (panel height, 08 = 8", 12 = 12", 16 = 16")
Additional noise suppression may also be achieved by ordering non-illuminated baffles to match fixture-specified colors, heights and widths. To
specify simple use model, size, mounting, and color and height code as shown above.
Example: Model - Size - Mounting - XX - YY (XX-YY as shown above)
Please contact Day-O-Lite for additional details and material samples.

DOWNLOADS
The following information is
available for download at
www.dayolite.com under
Acoustic Solutions.
SK = Sky

CO = Cobalt

MA = Malachite

GS = Grass

SS = Sunshine

Warranty
Care & Handling Guide
Standard Test Report
Letter of Apparent NRC

MD = Mandarin

OC = Ochre

IV = Ivory

FR = Frost

CH = Chambray

SM = Smoke

CA = Cadet

PW = Pewter

FO = Fossil

GR = Greige

SL = Slate

TR = Tar

LI = Linen

EC = Ecru

BK = Bark
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